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Situation and action statement

Over the past decade, Wipfli has experienced dramatic 
growth and has evolved from a mid-sized accounting 
firm to a top-20 firm that derives 40% of its business 
from consultative services in a variety of industries and 
practices.

In 2020, the firm launched a new brand identity, 
transitioned to Microsoft Teams and hired a new 
internal communications team to modernize the 
communications plan and strategy.

The team redesigned the the weekly newsletter (see our 
submission in the e-newsletter category) to align with 
the new branding and our redesign of the intranet, 
which is called Insite. The two now work in tandem.

We’ve seen a nearly 200% increase in intranet traffic and 
surveys of associates have resulted in 82% having a “very 
favorable” or “favorable” opinion of Insite. Feedback is a 
vital part of associate engagement. We’ve added a 
feedback mechanism on all significant intranet pages.

The remaining pages show the following:

1. The previous intranet

2. The home page of Insite today

3. Pop outs of sections of the home page with the 
strategic value or rationale for each

4. A few additional pages to highlight some of the 
other improvements to Insite



The previous intranet

Built on an early iteration of SharePoint, the intranet was largely static and underutilized. Engagement was 
extremely low, and users commented it was difficult to find anything. There was no alignment with the weekly 
newsletter, and it was not integrated into the rest of SharePoint search.
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The new home page of Insite 

New mega menus 
(detailed on page 5)

Top stories

Additional news
After stories leave this

section of the home page, 
they are captured on our 

News @ Wipfli page
(detailed on page 6)
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Associate Spotlights
We show the three 

previous weeks’ worth on 
the home page.

Yammer Spotlight
Yammer communities are Wipfli’s

internal social network. We feature a 
different community every two weeks.

Events
Events live on individual 

pages within the site and 
aggregated here. Example, 

associates can see events 
in a single market on that 

Market’s intranet page.

Tip of the week
We promote important 
information or hot tips 
from our Learning & 
Development or IT teams

Associate calendar and 
latest email
To encourage associates to 
spend more time on Insite, 
our developers built a web 
app to bring their calendar
into the intranet and allow
them to join a Teams
meeting directly from here. 
They can also see new 
emails come in and open 
them right from here.

This allows for browsing 
Insite without having to 
click back to Outlook

Time Zones
Wipfli has offices across the 
U.S. and in Asia. Associates
collaborate across the
country and the globe. Our 
Intranet was designed to 
support our distributed 
workforce.
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Enlargement of sections from the home page

Our Associate Spotlights include the CTA to encourage associates to fill out an online form and submit 
themselves to be featured in the section.

Our tip of the week usually links to a 2–3-minute video. We replace it one week before our town halls with a 
countdown clock and link to join the meeting. In this example, we are sharing an important talk with the entire 
firm, which leaders saw in their annual summit.
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New mega menus
We use two mega menus that cover 95% of the intranet use cases. The first menu is the basic map to Insite and includes:

• Life @ Wipfli houses information about the firm (org charts, locations, etc.), our culture, our community focus (the 
Wipfli Foundation and our community service work) and our internal learning and career development tools.

• Working @ Wipfli is where associates can find all HR-related information and guides to our technology tools.

• Wipfli 2025 links to initiatives of our strategic plan. Each page including videos on the importance of each initiative.

• Resources includes templates from marketing, forms from finance, one-sheet profiles of all client-facing associates 
and other valuable materials.

The second menu is our quick links, which includes access to the various “culture” pages (News, Associate Spotlights, our 
DEI and BRG initiatives), links to our Help Desk, time off requests, our KMS, our CRM our learning and development section 
(the Wipfli Learning Center) and our external social media.
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News @ Wipfli
When associates want to dig deeper than the 
highlights on the home page, they come to this 
section. We have established 6 categories of news:

• Firmwide

• IT (known as I3T at Wipfli)

• Learning & Development

• Culture

• Benefits

• Wipfli in the Media

Two sections aggregate news from pages across the 
firm. This allows individual stakeholders to be 
responsible for their pages and the internal 
communications team can curate news to the home 
page or to significant pages elsewhere on the site.

1. Firmwide: pulls news from our various industry, 
service line and market pages

2. Culture: Aggregates news from the individual 
BRGs (which roll up to our DEI page) as well as 
stories posted directly to the DEI page. 
Additionally, it pulls news from our community 
pages, including the Wipfli Foundation, our 
Community Day page and our volunteerism page.

Each section has a “see all” option to access all
historical stories from that section. In addition, the
blue text above each story will take the user to that
section, so associates can easily access all DEI stories 
and stories from the various other pages on Insite.
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The Wipfli Learning Center
The firm has made substantial investments in
learning and career development. 

Using a “main hallway” approach, we created a 
landing page that allows associates to quickly identify 
the “doors” they can walk through to get to the 
“room” of information they are looking for.

1. There are a range of courses and initiatives run by
our internal L&D team that support the first-year 
associate, the new manager, continued growth 
and leadership development. In addition, we 
encourage personal well-being and knowledge 
sharing through the Wipfli Learning Center.

2. We have a partnership with LinkedIn Learning 
that provides associates with access to the entire 
catalog of courses and the integration allows 
associates to report and get credit for any learning 
they do through that platform.

3. We host an annual 2-week learning festival –
much like a TEDx event – and we house the 
recordings on the WLC.

4. Associates can also access our series of Microsoft 
Teams training videos and a weekly 15-minute 
video series – Monday Morning Leadership –
produced by our Director of Learning and 
Organizational Development.
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DEI landing page
An example of a page that includes a 
range of information. 

We had to find a clever way to present 
statements about the firm’s DEI 
commitment from our Managing 
Partner, our Chief People Officer and 
our Director of DEI. Using the 
“employee spotlight” approach, we 
were able to highlight the them of 
each message and allow associates to 
click through if they want to read 
more.

Here you can also see an example of
how the news is presented on a page
and then rolls up to our home page.

Working @ Wipfli landing page
The resources associates need for 
managing their employment at the 
firm should be easy to access, 
navigate and search.

Moving to a visual “main hallway”
concept allows associates to see the 
“doors” to the information they need 
in an easily identifiable and 
recognizable approach.
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A sample news story on Insite
Associates navigate to an individual news story from the top tiles or the additional news section of the home page. They 
can also access the story from the News @ Wipfli section. We can include calls to action and photos to bring our brand and 
our visual style to each section. Associates can quickly access all Firmwide News by clicking the logo or name in the menu 
bar at the top.
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